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“Home on the Range,” “The Kansas 

March” and “Here’s Kansas” 
 

Make musical instruments. 

 

OBJECTIVES 
Students will: 

1. recognize “Home on the Range” as the official song of Kansas 

2. participate in expressing themselves through music 

3. use listening and memory skills to learn “Home on the Range” 

 

 

MATERIALS FROM THE TRUNK 
• “Home on the Range” – flash drive & online at www.kshs.org  

• “Here’s Kansas” and “The Kansas March” – flash drive & online at www.kshs.org  

 

 

OTHER MATERIALS 
• See individual directions for making musical instruments at the end of this lesson 

• Equipment to play the digital recordings 

 

 

TEACHER PREPARATION 
• Review the lesson and decide which instruments the class will make.  Some 

materials, such as the toilet paper rolls, may need to be collected in advance. 

 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Music is an important part of everyday life.  This is true in today’s highly 

technological world as well as that of the 1800s.  Music is part of people’s lives 

whether they hum along with the radio, participate in a church choir or community 

orchestra, attend rock concerts, or sing "Happy Birthday" to a friend or relative.  The 

very reasons that make music such an integral part of Kansans' lives are also the 

reasons that keep them from agreeing on exactly what music best represents the state.  

There is currently one state song "Home on the Range" (1947), and two state marches, 

"The Kansas March" (1935) and "Here's Kansas" (1992), that represent Kansas as the 

official song and marches of the state. 

 

Governor Arthur Capper generated interest in the selection of a state song in 1915, and 

the Woman's Kansas Day Club responded by sponsoring a competition the following 

year.  It was not until 1947 that "Home on the Range" became the official state song of 
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Kansas.  Between 1915 and 1947 several contests to name a state song took place.  

Organizations from the Kansas Author's Club to the Native Sons and Daughters 

offered awards for a song that met their requirements, and numerous songs appeared 

before the Kansas legislature without winning approval. 

 

By 1934 the recent popularity of "Home on the Range" brought with it controversy 

over the song's origins.  Music publishers, record companies, and performers paid no 

royalties because the author was unknown.  A half-million-dollar copyright suit 

brought against the National Broadcasting Company and several large music 

companies resulted in an investigation into its origins.  Conclusive evidence proved 

that the song originated near Smith Center, Kansas where Dr. Brewster Higley wrote 

the lyrics and Dan Kelly the music in the early 1870s.  The state's claim to this popular 

song became more prominent in 1947 when it was named as the official state song of 

Kansas. 

 

As soon as “Home on the Range” achieved this status Kansans began questioning the 

choice.  Some argued that it presented an antiquated view of Kansas.  These objections 

raised discussion focusing on recommendations for the selection of a new state song or 

proposals for updated lyrics for “Home on the Range.”  Some of the newly proposed 

lyrics included substituting Jersey milk cows for buffalo and jackrabbits for antelope.  

The Smith Center senator who worked to make it the state song finally threatened to 

seek repeal of the official designation if the original words were changed.  “Home on 

the Range” remains the state song of Kansas today with its original lyrics and is well 

known by a vast majority of Kansans. 

 

Kansas also has two official marches – “The Kansas March” and “Here’s Kansas.”  

When passed into law as official state marches “The Kansas March” was referred to as 

“the official state march” (1935) and “Here’s Kansas” as “an official march of Kansas” 

(1992).  “The Kansas March” was written by Duff Middleton, director of instrumental 

music in the Wichita schools from 1928 to 1947.  The words and music to “Here’s 

Kansas” were written by Bill Post.  Marches are a genre of music originally written to 

allow large groups of soldiers to move in step, and it was only later that this genre was 

used in artistic settings to call to mind the military. Because the march was invented as 

an accompaniment, and a guide, to movements of the military, the genre features 

strong, repeated rhythms, and avoids excessive ornamentation.   

 

Here's Kansas 

Kansas is the state for me, 

Beautiful and plain to see miles around, 

With hills and plains and furrowed ground; 

 

Kansas has a heart display, 

The heart of the plains toward the future 
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With her eyes upon the future 

She will trust in God from day to day; 

 

As she rings the bell of freedom 

She will not forget the freedom 

That will bind her close in ev'ry way. 

 

The one with the plow, 

With the crowded street, 

All walks of life with aims to meet 

Will agree to be as one for liberty. 

 

Kansas is alive today, 

Going forth in full array, 

All the way and we, the people of ev'ry county, 

Love Kansas more each day. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 
1) Ask students to raise their hands if they like music or if they like to sing.  What are 

some of their favorite songs?  Then ask them why they like to listen to songs or to sing 

songs. 

 

Explain that we have happy songs, holiday songs, funny songs, etc.  Songs 

communicate a mood or a message.  They tell us something about someone or 

something. 

 

Ask the class if they know what a symbol is. 

 Something that represents something else. 

 

Tell the class that you are going to sing them a song and they need to guess what 

special event or day it is a symbol for.  Sing the "Happy Birthday" song. 

 

 

2) Explain that some other songs are symbols too.  Kansas has three songs that are 

symbols of our state.  The most well-known one is "Home on the Range."   This is the 

state song of Kansas.  This song tells us something about Kansas at the time it was 

written.  It was written by two men who helped to settle Kansas.  Dr. Brewster Higley 

wrote the words, and his friend Dan Kelly wrote the music.  Together they wrote 

“Home on the Range.” 

 

Play the video of "Home on the Range."  Have the class listen to the words and discuss 

them.  Does Kansas seem like a nice place to live in this song?  How does the song 

make the class feel (happy, sad, makes them cry)?   
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3) Teach students the words to "Home on the Range" if they don’t already know them.  

Discuss what the words mean and how they make the students feel.  Ask the class their 

thoughts on the words and if new lyrics should be written. (There are many versions of 

“Home on the Range.” The words on the sing along included in the trunk are different 

than the version in the Read Kansas! lesson due to copyright restrictions.) 

 

Read Kansas! Lesson I-ll KSHS Sing along 

Oh give me a home 

Where the buffalo roam,  

Where the deer and the antelope play, 

Where seldom is heard a discouraging word, 

And the sky is not cloudy all day. 

 

Chorus: 

A home, a  home 

Where the deer and the antelope play, 

Where seldom is heard a discouraging word, 

And the sky is not cloudy all day. 

 

Oh, give me the land where the bright 

diamond sand 

Throws its light from the glittering stream, 

Where flidth along the graceful white swan 

Like a maid in her heavenly dream. 

 

 

 

Chorus: 

Home, home on the range 

Where the buffalo roam,  

Where the deer and the antelope play, 

Where seldom is heard a discouraging word, 

And the sky is not cloudy all day. 

 

Verse: 

Oh give me a home, where the buffalo roam,  

Where the deer and the antelope play, 

Where seldom is heard, a discouraging word, 

And the sky is not cloudy all day. 

 

Where the air is so pure, and the zephyrs so free 

And the breezes so balmy and light, 

That I would not exchange, my home on the 

     range, 

For all of the cities so bright. 

 

How often at night, when the heavens are bright, 

With the lights of the glittering stars, 

Have I stood there amazed, and asked as I gazed, 

If their glory exceeds that of ours. 

 

 

 

 

4) Explain that, in addition to the state song, Kansas also has two official state marches.  

“Here’s Kansas” and “The Kansas March.”  These two pieces are marches and so have 

a strong rhythm to help people march in step together.   

 

Play both marches for the class and discuss how these are different from “Home on the 

Range.”  (Example:  Are they faster or slower?  Do all the songs have words?  Are the 

instruments used to play them the same or different?) 

Have the class walk around the room or playground in step with the rhythm of the 
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songs.  Are the marches easier to walk to or “Home on the Range?” 

 

 

5) Ask the class if there were to write an official song for Kansas what would it be like?  

Would it have words?  How would they describe Kansas?  How would it be similar or 

different than the ones they just heard?  What instruments, if any, would they use to 

play it? 

 

 

6) Have students make their own musical instruments.  As they do this they should think 

of how the song “Home on the Range” makes them feel and try to put their thoughts 

and feelings into their instruments. 

 

 Play the recordings again, and let students accompany the three songs with their 

instruments as the songs are played. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHAKERS 
 

Supplies:    

• an empty frozen juice container with its lid for each student 

• paper for covering the juice containers (cut to size ahead of time or 

provide a template or measurements) 

• tape, scissors and glue 

• colors or markers 

• dry beans 

 

Instructions:  Cut the paper to size, and decorate one side of it.  Glue it 

onto the outside of the juice can.  Place the beans in the can and tape on 

the lid.   

 

To Play:  Shake the cans in time with the music. 
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KAZOO 
 

Supplies:   

• cardboard tube from a toilet paper roll, paper towels or 

wrapping paper cut to approximately 3 ½" to 4" in length (one 

per student) 

• a piece of wax paper large enough to cover one end of the 

cardboard tube plus 1" extra (one per cardboard tube) 

• one rubber band (per cardboard tube) 

• markers to decorate 

 

Instructions:  Have students decorate their cardboard tubes.  Place the wax paper over one 

end of the tube and secure it there with a rubber band.  Use something with a sharp point, 

like a pair of scissors, to put a small hole in the tube near the wax paper end. 

 

To Play:  Have the child hum or sing a "do-do-do's" melody into the open end of the tube.  

The result should be a loud, raspy sound. 

 

 

 

 

 

TAMBOURINE 
 

Supplies:   

• two paper plates per tambourine 

• a small handful of dry beans (large beans are preferable to 

small as they don't tend to fall out as easily) 

• a hole punch and enough string or yarn to lace the edges of 

the plates together or a stapler 

• colors or markers to decorate with 

 

If the plates are to be laced together, punch holes around the edges of the plates.  To ensure 

that the holes line up it is best to do this in sets of two by holding plates with their top sides 

together.   

 

Instructions:  Decorate the bottom sides of both plates.  Place the tops of the plates together, 

and lace or staple the plates together around the outer edges.  Before the plates are 

completely laced, or stapled, together add a handful of beans.  Finish lacing or stapling. 

 

To Play:  Hit with the hand or against the hip or thigh in time with the music. 
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